The purpose of this paper is to construct (1) the spectral representation of the operator (1.1), acting in a suitable Hilbert space, and (2) the elementary solution for the parabolic partial differential equation, (1.3) u,(l, x) = %u(t, x), t > 0, subject to certain (classical) side conditions, to be described in §2. Concerning (1) : since (1.1) is a generalized Sturm-Liouville operator, it is not surprising that it can be represented by an eigendifferential expansion like those introduced by H. Weyl [3] in his studies of the classical SturmLiouville operator and perfected by M. H. Stone [4] , E. C. Titchmarsh [5] ,
Our plan of attack is this: let B be a classical side condition, let p(t, x, s) be the corresponding elementary solution, and choose vCC(S). Keeping E4 and E5 in mind, it is clear that the transform, by N. Levinson [10; 11 ] and K. Yosida [12; 13] . §4 begins with the remark that the eigendifferential expansion for the Green function suggests a simple way to compute the inverse transform, /» e+l'oo e"G(x, s, n)dn, t, e > 0, [7, pp. 408-409] .
Keeping the Boundary Classification in mind, choose numbers pi and ptd [0, 1 ], take i = 1 or 2, and let B{ be those vdD(S8) such that(6)
These manifolds are the classical boundary conditions, and the intersections, B = Bi P C(93) P Bt, are the classical side conditions. We find it convenient to distinguish the (3) 
and the classical iterative procedure shows that (2.2) has (1) two independent solutions and (2) one and only one solution v with prescribed ^(0) and z;+(0). We find it convenient to distinguish the two independent solutions, ei(-, p.) and e2(-, u), specified by the conditions,
and to remark that ei(x, •) and e2(x, •) are continuous on R(xCS). Given p>0, (2.1) has a positive strictly increasing solution Ui(•, p.)CBi, a positive strictly decreasing solution w2(-, p)CBi, these solutions are independent, and no solution belonging to 23i is independent of Ui(-, p), no solution belonging to 232 is independent of «2(-, p.). Moreover, the Wronskian, utui-Uiu£, is constant (6) and positive on 5, and we can suppose that it is = 1. The behaviour of these solutions near the boundary Si is exhibited in Table 1 . We note that to describe the behaviour of «i(-, p) and «2(-, p,) near the boundary Si, we have merely to interchange the subscripts 1 and 2 and to substitute
To continue, set the contraction 53/23 = ® and make up the Green function, according to the classical prescription, d"/dp"G(x, s, p.) = (-)"«! f G(x, fc, p)Gfa, fc, m)
We shall need to know that the side condition B is not inconveniently be the inner product, and consider the new Green operators,
These have a sense because \\G(x, •, p)||2< + °° (x£5, /*>0), and, keeping the norm condition (2.5) in mind, we have
Also, it is clear that these operators are solutions to (2.6), and, as such, have a common range Q and a common null-space N. Choose udN.
Since G(-, ■, p.) is symmetric on SXS, the operator GsM is symmetric,
and, noticing that such ®^ are dense in L2(S) by the Approximation Theorem of §2, we see that w=0, that N is trivial, and that our new Green operators are one-one. But more than this: since (2.7) is a consequence of (2.6), we have Then, the domain Q is the intersection, QiAZ*(0)AQj, and the operator @ is the contraction O/Q.
Getting to work, let us begin with a special case. 
•>o the sum converging uniformly on compact squares in SXS.
Proof. This has been proved for the classical operator (1.2), subject to the condition that c(x) be continuous on the closed interval [si, st], by J. Elliott [7, pp. 412-417] , and the calculations necessary here are much the same. Actually, she shows that the traces, (3.5) tr (<5") = f G(s, s, p)m(ds) = £ Qi -p;)"1 J s t>o are < + °°, which is stronger than the compactness statement, but this will not be necessary below. Dropping the condition that no natural boundaries be present, the Green operators are not necessarily compact, and the eigenfunction expansion for the Green function may not have a sense, but it has a counterpart, namely the eigendifferential expansion advertised in §1, to which we now turn. Theorem 3.2. There is a Borel measure f(-) on (-«>, 0] to 2X2, symmetric, positive semi-definite matrices, such that, if c(-, p) is the 2-vector whose entries are the solutions, ei(-,u) ande2(-, p), to (2.1) and if the measure e(x, s,dy) is the inner product e(x, p)\(dp)t(s, p) of the vectors e(x, n) and f(c//t)e(s, pt), then /o+ (X -M)-:e(x, s, dp.), X > 0, the integral converging uniformly on compact squares in SXS.
Proof. Let 5iC52C • ■ • be open intervals in 5 such that U">o5" = 5, each containing 0, coinciding with 5 near the regular, exit, and entrance boundaries, and falling strictly short of the natural boundaries, and set 5" = (sin, Sin). Let 93n be the operator 93 cut down to 5", let C(93") be those «€EC(5")PZ>(93") such that 93"w belongs to C(Sn) once more, let Bin be the minimal boundary condition D(S8n)(v: v(sin) =0) when Si is a natural boundary and let Bin express the boundary condition expressed in Bi when s( is not a natural boundary, let Bn be the side condition 5i"PC(93")PjB2", and let Gn(-, ■, ■), Wi(-, ■), and Wt(-, ■) be the corresponding Green function and positive solutions to (2.1). Take w>0. Then 5" has no natural boundaries, and, invoking Theorem 3.1, we can represent the Green function Gn(-, ■, ■) by the eigenfunction expansion, (3.6) Gn(x, s, X) -£ (X -m^ViixMs), X > 0, 
is satisfied, and f(-) is a Borel measure on (-°o, 0] to 2X2, symmetric, positive semi-definite matrices. The expansion (3.6) can now be written /o+ (X -m)-M*, s, dp), X > 0.
-oo
We wish to construct the same sort of expansion for the Green function G(-, ■, •), but this requires some estimates, namely,
-00
The estimate (3.9) is the simplest to come by. We have
and, observing that
we see that this is
Gn(0, 0, X) f Gn(0, s, \)m(ds) ^ X-^O, 0, X).
J s"
Coming to (3.11), we invoke (2.9) and (3.12) and obtain and now to prove (3.10), we have only to remember (3.7), (3.9), and (3.11), and to notice that, by Schwarz's inequality,
The next step is to make n f + oo. To avoid confusion, set f(•) = f"( •) and «(■> ". •)=*»(,i
•, )• A simple calculation shows that the Green functions Gn( ■, ■, X) converge to the original Green function G( ■, ■, X) (n f + °°) uniformly on compact squares in SXS for each X>0, and, combining this with the estimates (3.9), (3.10), and (3.11) and the weak-star compactness of measures, it is clear that we can choose a Borel measure f(-) on (-oo, 0] to 2X2, symmetric, positive semi-definite matrices, compact intervals R1CR2 C • • • such that U">o 2?" = (-00, 0], and open intervals 5iC52C ■ • ■ C5, [July like those described above, such that fiijv(pi))'n(dp:)-+fRjv(p:)\:(dp.) (w | +00) for each/>0 and each vdC(Rf).
Let us make these choices. Then, keeping the positive semi-definite character of f(-) in mind and setting e(x, p)f(aV)e(s, p) =e(x, s, dpi), we have /(X -p)~1e(x, x, dp.) = lim lim (X -ju)_1en(x, x, dp)
and, by Schwarz's inequality, f (X -m)-1 I e(x, s,dp)\ £ ( f (X -M)-Mx, x, dp)\ G(s, s, X)1'2 = 0(1) (j t + oo), x>o, x, *es, the o(l) being uniform in s on compacts. Consequently, the integral,
(X -p)-le(x, s, dp),
converges and is continuous in 5 for each X>0 and x£5. This kernel should coincide with the Green function G(-, •, •) but, to prove this, it is necessary to estimate the tail of the integral, /£t,(X-ju)_1en(x, 5, dpi). Choose w£Co(93) and «>0 so large that 5" contains the support of u.
Then udBn and /(X -p)~1en(x, s, dp)u(s)m(ds) •'-OO everywhere, and, in particular, that (3.14) f (X -/.)-»«(*, x, dp) t G(x, x, X) (j T + oo).
•>Ry
To complete the proof, we have merely to show that the integral in (3.13) converges uniformly on compact squares in SXS, but, by virtue of (3.14) and the fact that G(x, x, X) is continuous on 5, this can be done just as in Corollary.
The measure f (•) is unique.
Proof. This is an immediate consequence of the uniqueness theorem for /ip(oV0 and gx = I (X -m)-Wm), X > 0.
-OO J -00
The projections p() will now be calculated. be the kernel Jnie(x, s, dp). Then Ik*. ■. »)||* = J \ j »G0e(*. s< dp)) m(ds) lim inf J II v(n)en(x, s, dp) 1 m(ds) and that (1.5) is supposed to be true, it is natural to hope that the kernel, e'"e(x, s, dp), t> 0, -co will be the elementary solution to (1.3), subject to the side condition B, and will enjoy the properties listed in El, E2, • • • , and E6 in §1.
Starting from scratch, take compact intervals RxdEtd • • • such that U,>o Rj= ( -=o, 0]. Then each e'"e(x, s, dp), j > 0, is continuous on (0, + oo)XSXS, and, choosing e>0 at pleasure, we have, by Theorem 3.2, I e'" | e(x, s, dp)\ ^ j e'" \ e(x, s, dp) \ J ndRi J *dRi Since v"~ (dx)/m(dx) =fin+1(®°)l)nv -cvn is positive on /, the one-sided derivative vt increases on I, vn is convex on /, Av" is positive, and, coming back to (4.7), we see that (-)"dn/dp.np-1Av ( Coming to the connection between <f>( ■, -, •) and p( ■, •, ■), we state the simple Lemma 4.1. Let h(t) have two continuous derivatives (t>0), let h(t)=o(tn) (t I 0) for each n>0, and let h"(t) =0(tk)(t J. 0) for some, not necessarily positive, k. Then h'(t) =o(tn)(t{0) for each «>0.
We then prove M2V*e(x, x, dp) J el"e(s, s,dp),
-OO J -00 by Schwarz's inequality, and e-1"'2 being >(/p/2)2"(2w!)_1 on (-oo, 0], observe that this expression is /o+ /• o+ e'"l2e(x, x, dp)t I et,le(s, s, dp)
-00 J -00
which is precisely (4.10).
To continue, take x and sdS and choose some convenient £ strictly between the two. Then the convolution, for each w>0, which, combined with Lemma 4.1 and (4.10) proves (2), and now it is a trivial exercise to differentiate the first two entries in (4.11) (w + 1) times, proving (3).
Quite a number of interesting facts about p(-, •, •) can now be obtained at little cost, and, in particular, E2 can be checked. The necessary information is contained in Theorem 4.3. Given ra^O, we have /o+ p"e>n+(x, p)\(dp)t(s, p), -00 /» 0+ (2) d+/dxd+/dsdn/dtnp(t, x, s) = I pnel*t+(x, p)\(dp)t+(s, p)
J -00 = d+/dsd+/dxdn/dtnp(t, x, s),
identically in the free variables, the integrals in (1) ana" (2) converging uniformly on compact squares in SXS.
Proof. Choose t>0, x and x+eCS (e>0), and compact intervals RiCRi the interchanges being justified by Fubini's theorem. Since, in addition, the integral, /o+ mV"0u -c)e(H, s, dp),
converges uniformly on compact squares in SXS, we see that p"e"'d+/dxe(x, s, dp) for I pWefa s, dp)
-00 •* -OO and to copy the steps, and, to complete the proof, it is sufficient to show that (4.14) d"/dlnp(t, ■, x) d Bi P B2, n ^ 0, t > 0, x d S.
Given x£5, <p(s, x, t) is positive, bounded by 1, and decreases as s approaches St. Moreover, <p( ■, x, t) being convex near st, e-^s + t, x, t) -<b(s, x, t)) i d+/ds<p(s, x, t) (e i 0) boundedly in t, and d+/ds<p(s, x, t) is negative and increases as 5 approaches
St.
Collecting these remarks, we have, by bounded convergence, Proof. Since no new ideas are involved here, we shall be content to have a sketch. Choose sCS, i = l or 2, let 33° be the operator S3 cut down to the interval 7= (min (s, si), max (s, si)), let p°(t, x, £)(t>0, x, £G7) be the kernel (4.2) corresponding to the going boundary condition at s< and to the minimal boundary condition at s, let Wi( ■, ■) and w2( •, •) be the corresponding positive solutions of (2.1), arid remark that Wi(-, ■) and ut(-, •) are proportional.
Observing that X5 in the strong(*) Li(S) topology.
Proof. Choose w^0, a neighborhood N=(xi, x2) strictly interior to 5, «>0 so small that si<xi-e and xt+e<st, pick tt>h>0, and set 7i = (si, Xi-e] and It=[xt+(, s2). Remembering (1.6), statements (1) and (3) 
